
 
Challenger Game Rules 

 
 

1. Two shooters are playing with the help of the CRO or Game Master. 
2. In the times between start and stop command 

a. the spectators are not allowed to shout, make any noise, 
b.  They are not allowed disturb the competitors physically. (No disturbance by light or 

any kind of waves.)  
c. The CRO has the right to stop the shooting time and ask for silence  
d. The announcer has right to make comments and encourage the spectators to 

express their feeling out of the commanded shooting time.   
e. But his/her “mood making” actions should be balanced and fair.  

 
3. The essence of the game: shoot a better shot than the opponent. 
4. The CRO calls the athletes to the range.  

a. Toss a coin decide the firing lines.  
b. The lucky one decides to stay in the A (left) or B (right) position. 
c. The left positioned athlete will fire the first competition shot. 

5. The CRO calls the competitors: athletes take your positions. 
6. After 2 minutes “5 Minutes preparation and sighting time” command comes. 
7. After the preparation time is over, the athletes will shoot single shots, one person shooting at 

a time on the command of the CRO.  
a. Every shot has a 1-point value. (But who will get it depends on the challenge written 

below) 
b. First load command calls athlete A. 
c. CRO announces the shot value. 

8. Then shooter B will decide (in 5 second time), if he/she will challenge the previous shot (try 
to shoot a same or better value shot) or let the opponent have the point and go for a base 
shot. 

a. in case of leaving the point: the CRO announces 1 point to shooter A. 
9. If shooter B decides to challenge and the challenge is successful the Challenger can get 2 

points, if there is no further challenge.  
10. But the overshot shooter has a right to call for further challenge, now for 3 points.  
11. The challenge row should be continued until one shooter gives up, or the challenge if failed. 

(In one challenge row the number of shots decide how much points will be given to the last 
successful challenger).  

12. The shooter who first gets to 11(15, 21) points is the winner. Goal can be changed as the 
organizer decides. 

13. If the match goes for more than one set, the 11th point is the end of the set. 
 
CRO Chief Range Officer 
GM  Game master or announcer 
Base Shot First shot or first shot after a closed Challenge Row. 
Challenge shot When the shooter tries to shoot a bigger (or same) value shot than the opponents 

last shot. Same value shots count as a successful challenge.  
Challenge Row Continued challenges until the challenge fails or is given up. 
Point value Every fired shot counts one point, the points are accumulated during the 

challenge row until the challenge fails or is given up 
Example how the game is running:  

1. The CRO calls the Athletes to the range. The announcer introduces the shooters, The CRO 
tosses a coin, the lucky one decides to stay on the left or right position. 

2. The CRO gives “Athletes to the line” command 
3. 2 minutes later 5 preparation and sighting time command comes. 



4. “End of preparation time, Repeated introduction if it is needed. 
5. Base shot by Mr/Ms A: load (both can load but ONLY the left one (mr/ms A) can shoot) 
6. Start 

a. stop (after the single shot is taken or after 50 seconds) 
b. Announce of the value of the shot: for example, 10.1 
c. Question to Mr/Ms B: Will you challenge? 
d. The answer YES (or Challenge) “Challenge shot by Mr/Ms B: start” 
e. stop (after the shot or after 50 seconds) 
f. Announce of the value of the shot: for example, 10.2 Declare: successful challenge! 
g. Question to Mr/Ms A: Will you challenge? 
h. If the answer Yes (or Challenge) “Challenge shot by Mr/Ms A: start” 
i. stop (after the shot or after 50 seconds) 
j. Announce of the value of the shot: for example, 9.9, Declare: The challenge has 

failed! 
k. Announce: 3 points for Mr/Ms B! (Points are equal to the number of shots in the 

challenge row, failed shot counted in.) 
7. Base shot by Mr/Ms B: Start 

a. stop (after the shot or after 50 seconds) 
b. Announce of the value of the shot: for example, 10.8 
c. Question to the Mr/Ms A: Will you challenge? 
d. The answer NO 
e. Announce: 1 point for the Mr/Ms B! 
f. Mr/Ms A continues then with a Base shot 

 
 
None of the shooters will shoot 2 consecutive shots, always the next athlete will shoot a base or a 
challenge shot. (There may be no need for load a command, the shooters are allowed to load 
immediately after the partner’s shot.)  
 
The CRO can call the shooters on their surname or their given name or their full name. 
 
Score board example  

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

0 0 3 3 9 10 10 14

3 6 1 4

Base Ch Ch F pass Base Ch pass Base Ch Ch Ch pass Ch

10,2 10,4 10,2 10,6 10,7 10,3 10,6 10,7 10,9 10,3 10,5 10,8

10,4 10,7 10,7 10,6 10,8 10,3 10,6 10,5 9,9 10,8 10,7 10,4

Ch Ch base ch pass Ch Ch Ch F pass Ch Ch Ch F

5 1 1 3

5 6 6 7 7 7 10 10

Decision

Geined point

Actual score

14

10

First to 12 point match EXAMPLE

Actual score

Geined point

Decision

Shot Value

Shot Value
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